Spotlight on a Participant
Sandy Heimberg
Mokena, IL 60448
U-CD Von Scheer’s Amazin’ Raisin CD “Raisin” (Great Dane)
U-CDX Kandiland’s Four Golden Pawed Dreamsicle UD “Dream”
(Golden Retriever)
U-CDX Kandiland’s Lovely Promise CDX “Promise” (Golden Retriever)
Getting Started in Danes
How did you get involved with Danes?
My son wanted a dog of his own. A companion he could love, train and
spend time with. At 20 years old, he was adamant and prepared. He did
his research and he had a good plan. He was going to select the puppy,
purchase the puppy, feed and train the puppy. He wanted a puppy to love,
and one to love him back.
As someone who was currently owned by two golden retrievers, I would have never considered a breed other
than a golden retriever. I do competitive obedience for fun and golden’s are sweet, trainable their pure desire to
please is all consuming. But I allowed the puppy into my home: I did it for my son. And I had no idea how this
little great dane puppy would one day steal a piece of my heart.
The day we brought the little puppy home, she let me know right away she was attached to my son and I was an
obstacle in her way. I have never owned a puppy that didn’t have a promising relationship with me. This was
certainly an obstacle for our living arrangement.
So from early on, I established myself as the pack leader and attempted to assuage this fast growing puppy to
appreciate our time together. After nearly a-year of persistence and patience, we persevered. We had the
breakthrough that would allow us to be true partners in the show ring, and heartfelt friends in our everyday
lives.
Today Raisin is one of my 3 constant companions. She is an incredible addition to our home dynamic and I
proudly say she enjoys “walking next to me.” We do things together now. Through our journey, I have learned
with Raisin to expect the unexpected. My relationship with Raisin is solid and rewarding. What we share is a
direct result of time, consistency, patience and love.
May our journey continue to grow. She is truly Amazing just the way she is…she’s my Golden Raisin.
How long ago did you get started with Danes?
3 ½ years ago
When you started, what events were you involved with? How did those events change over
time?
When I started, I was competing with my Golden Retrievers in obedience in UKC and AKC events. I own my
own training facility, Superdog Obedience Training School, and I often use my own dogs to demonstrate how to
teach new behaviors and encourage my students that with any dog, any breed is trainable.
Was it a natural transition to Dog sports/What started you with dog sports?

I got my first golden retriever puppy in 1996. She was my first pet as an adult, so I wanted to make sure she
was trained and a good addition to our family. After a few sessions at a local training club, I realized she was
learning, having fun and our bond was getting stronger and stronger. With that we were hooked and ventured
on into Competitive Obedience and Agility.
"Shadow" was my heart of gold and my introduction to what a wonderful bond a human can have with their pet
and how they can enjoy a world of training and competition together. This one dog has inspired a lifetime of
memories for me and the desire to work with other people and their dogs for many years to come.

Performance Events
What would you say it is, in your opinion that makes dog
[agility/obedience/rally/ect] such a
great activity for dogs and their owners?
Every happy dog is a dog that has had enough exercise, mental
stimulation, is allowed to do what they were breed to do…. and
has a great leader. This combination provides for a very
balanced dog…one who is well behaved.
Doing a performance event is a great way for people to bond
with their pets, teach their pets new behaviors and helps owner
understand
and their pets in a different way. With each of my current
companions, I have learned their different personalities make
training and showing more challenging and ultimately more
rewarding.
My current competitor is U-CD Von Scheer's Amazin' Raisin CD, "Raisin",
"R
, a brindle Great Dane who
possesses the brains, the strength, the endurance and probably the most realistic attitude of a dog I have ever
handled.
When you watch someone preforming with their dog and you see the teamwork and partnership,
it can be quite intimidating to think about getting started and achieving those levels of
partnership and success….what would you say to someone sitting ringside at the Great Dane
Nationals who has never competed with their dane and who has just watched the High In Trial
team run?
questions. I love talking to people about my dog: whether we
I would encourage talk to the competitors and ask questions.
just had success or not. Success is different for each team…..and success can be defined for each person
differently on any given day.

Training
What is your training philosophy? How has it developed/shifted over time? What resources do you
recommend for others to read?
My methods of training are positive and reward
reward-based
based making it very easy for owners and their dogs to learn. I
enthusiastically encourage each person grow with your dog in this great adventure of training, bonding and fun.
My Great Dane is not motivated by food or toys….and sometimes she looks at me like I am crazy. But then
there is that moment, when
en it clicks. Great Danes are working dogs…..they like to have a job to do. Once they
understand what you want, it’s poetic to watch.

I teach everything in small steps so if something “breaks down” I have steps to go back too to reinforce the
behavior I want.
I teach the concepts to my dogs the same way, but I also watch their body language to determine if I need to
modify slightly to make a big difference. I have taught hundreds of pet handlers to work with their dogs on
basic obedience commands. Though the baseline is the same, if something is not working, and I know the team
has put in the time and effort, I find another way for that team to be successful.

How would you recommend that folks get started in obedience class? What
Skills - if any - should they have prior to joining a class?
I recommend a basic obedience class first. I believe you need to have a solid foundation in basic skills before
you can work on the skills needed for agility, rally and competitive obedience. I recommend finding a local dog
training club with trainers who have worked with a variety of breeds successfully. I would recommend working
with people who show competitively as well as they understand the entire process and not individuals hired at
pet stores.
Most folks do some training at home. Purchasing all the equipment can be quite costly. What is your list
of equipment that you would recommend for folks training in obedience who want to train at home?
Where would you recommend that folks purchase equipment?
Obedience Classes typically require a buckle collar and fabric or leather leash of 6 feet to start. In a structured
setting, the obedience instructor should provide education on collar choices, make a recommendation specific to
your dog and then professionally fit your dog. I believe the person and treats are also training tools that should
be used during training.
As the training progresses, the needs change. In the advanced skills of obedience, items can be purchased from
J&J Dog Supplies and or Max 200 for reasonable prices. If someone is handy, they can make their own jumps
(3 required in obedience). These purchases are lifelong investments that you can use for many dogs you will
own in the future.
Rally signs can be downloaded off of the internet for free.
Agility equipment can also be made at home, but often I recommend purchasing this equipment so your dog is
working on regulation equipment.
Over the years, what has changed about your approach to obedience?
I like to look at the sport as an event me and my dog want to participate in. I find what works and what doesn’t
for the dog I am working with. I also journal everything…so I always have a reference to go back to. I can see
when I start teaching a new behavior, what works and what doesn’t and what I need to change about the way I
handle the dog to help the dog achieve my goal. I also have learned to ask successful handlers for advice.
Many in this sport have participated for 30+ years and the smallest detail can make the biggest difference.
Competing
How does it feel to compete among the nation’s top All Breed competitors?
Super cool. To be able to say I have a Great Dane that does competitive obedience….and we did pretty
well….it’s a feeling I can’t describe. No one can ever take that away from me. And to see other competitors
achieve their goals as well was priceless. It is extremely rare to see a Great Dane at an all breed club. I
especially like when I show my Great Dane, and afterward the judge comments how lovely she is. For me it’s

not just about the score. I learned from my first dog, and I grow with each of my dogs every heeling step of the
way!
What do you think makes a successful
performance competitor in performance
events?
Success isn’t a perfect score. It is what the
individual hoped to gain in that 5 minutes in the
ring. My goal with this dog has been to have her
perform “With” me.
This comes with set
goals, training, patience, persistence, and a
sense of humor.
What are some of your favorite obedience
achievements?
Raisin didn’t quite understand me the first year
of her life. I took her to training classes, and
this dog refused to heel with me. Instead, she
was behind me and I would have someone follow us to push her. Seriously…..for a year. My methods
meth
are
positive, but I have to say, I was very serious about “just walk next to me.” I didn’t pick this puppy to do
competitive obedience. It was never a thought. I of course trained her, but my only goal was to have a well
rounded addition to the family.
ly. But her refusal turned into my number one goal walk with one another
companion and to form ann everlasting bond.
The day Raisin earned her Novice title, I got all teary eyed. At that very moment I knew she worked at this just
as hard as I did….and wee achieved the impossible.
At that dog show, I met a lady with a Border Collie. We just had general conversation that day as most Novice
handlers to. At the end of the day, we exchanged emails just so we could keep in touch about our individual
successes.
A few days later I received an email from her. She is a member of the club that we just showed at. They had
volunteers helping steward for the very first time in the Novice ring. On Monday evenings at their club, they
talk about successes each handling
ing team has had since they last met. This steward stood up and said this was
the first dog show she ever attended and helped at. She talked about a Novice B Great Dane dog that qualified
and earned a title that day. She was incredibly moved by the handler
handler who she saw crying over the dog’s
achievement. This alone motivated her to want to continue training her own dog.
I will never forget that day or the joy this brings me.
How do you condition your dogs for competitions?
I train for fun….so we stay the course. The night before I give Raisin cooked cheese ravioli to give her extra
energy in the morning. And right before we go in the ring, I give her a big kiss on the lips and tell her I love
her. It is what it is. Regardless
dless of the day’s outcome, we stop at McDonald’s for a plain cheeseburger for a job
well done.
Future
What does your future look like? Any plans that you can share with us?
Raisin helps me out weekly at my training facility demonstrating behaviors to new pet owners. I also like to
teach all of my dogs a new pet trick each year, just for fun. This year we are perfecting the Reverse. This is

where she starts in heel position, and makes a complete circle backward around me….back into heel position.
She is 98% there.
She will continue to help me and her two furry golden’s as we meet new challenges.
What events do you hope to compete at in the
future?
Raisin is starting to compete in the Open A class in
2013. Our hope is to qualify for the 2013 National
Invitational…..but there are several nice great danes
pulling great scores.
Depending on how that goes,
the Fall of 2013 could be a time for us to try Utility.

Breeding and Puppies
What should people look for when choosing a
competitive dog? What do you look for in a
puppy?
I believe any dog can do anything. Structurally, things
may be easier for some than others. As long as I pick
a puppy that I will love and have fun with, I found a
winner.
What are the goals you have for puppies and how
you reach them?
All of my puppies are taught from an early age to be
“responsible for me.”
I focus a lot on name
recognition and teach all the basic skills of sit, down,
stand, come, stay, etc.
How old are the puppies before you start training them?
As soon as I get them, we are in training.
Any words of wisdom for people who have their 8 week old puppy coming home soon?
Socialize them right away. Get them in a structured obedience puppy kindergarten class and follow-up with a
beginner class.
Is there anything you would like to add?
Never say never. You can teach an old dog new tricks and behaviors. Consistent training with your dog will
create life long memories for you ….and every one watching.
It was wonderful getting together with the other obedience teams at Nationals 2012. I met very kind people and
I truly felt we were all rooting for one another. We continue to stay in contact and support each other in these
great adventures.
I often say, every great team is lucky to have stars and stripes in it…I am lucky to have both with my Amazin’
Raisin.
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